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I N D U S T R I E S
We are very focused on creating a hospitable environment for our clients. Managing your 
freight movements requires that we fully understand your industry. That’s why we specialize in 
7 core industries, providing us with the ability to offer true expertise, to meet your expectations. 
From our in-house IT systems to our tailor-made freight forwarding services, we do everything 
we can to set your shipment up for success. The industries we serve and the services  
we provide are listed below.

THE INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
DC GLOBAL FREIGHT MANAGEMENT

OIL AND GAS 
Third-party logistics providers are essential to the gas and oil industry around the world. We work tirelessly to reduce 

the hassle and confusion surrounding freight shipments on a global scale. For example, shipping heavy gas equipment 

requires following a very strict set of safety guidelines. Dealing with the often chaotic price of oil and gas demands the 

most cost-effective logistics and shipping solutions. Partner with us for all your oil and gas freight solutions.

AEROSPACE
Transportation for the aerospace industry demands meticulous planning to include the safety and efficiency of moving 

raw materials and parts that serve this dynamic industry. OOG cargo including airframes and engines require careful 

transportation. OEM manufacturers, MRO providers, and airlines must work with knowledgeable and experienced  

logistics professionals to compete in their industry. We strive to be that company.

AUTOMOTIVE
When you need reliable transport for your automotive parts and vehicles, you can trust DC Global Freight Management. 

Many large parts have unique shipping requirements to meet. Understanding the logistics and documentation behind 

this process is critical for every shipment. You can rely on us to handle your automotive shipping freight needs and meet 

international standards.



PETROCHEMICALS
Staying up to date on the latest and ever-changing state, federal, and international regulations surrounding the logistics 

of the chemical industry is a significant challenge. Everyone from truck drivers to freight forwarders must be trained to 

handle the chemicals they transport. We help ensure that your petrochemicals are transported correctly.

CONSTRUCTION & MINING
We provide reliable transport for all your construction and mining heavy machinery and industrial goods around the 

world. Our logistic solutions for every facet of your industry ensures that your specialized equipment is shipped properly. 

We serve as your agent and trusted partner in all facets of your international freight needs.

RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Renewable energies at the forefront of modern carbon-neutral energy supply represents its own logistical challenges due 

to the nature of the Cargo, we create a totally bespoke, reliable, and secure service for this industry using our expertise in 

specialist containers, chartering and out of gauge project services, ensuring a comprehensive, dynamic solution to this 

unique industry sector.


